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Introduction
Whilst searching the UK website in September 2010, Guntrader.co.uk for some decent stock and came across two
Mauser rifles; the Mauser 201 and the 107. The 107 was a budget model but the 201 was clearly in a far more superior
league.

I carried out some research and found little in the way of information, which was disappointing. The Mauser website
had information limited to one very small paragraph and a picture. However it was enough to stimulate my interest
and I purchased my first Mauser 201 in .22RF.

As a result of the amount of information available I have decided to collect and research these rifles. Throughout the
following chapters is the data I have acquired to date.

Part 1:- Provides technical information common to all rifles such as trigger, barrel and receiver design.
Part 2 & 3:- Details specific information on the various rifles I have purchased to assemble this article.
Part 4:- Operator manual in English.

General Description
The KK series was the last Mauser .22 that Mauser manufactured prior to their purchase by Rheinmetall Defence
GmbH and as far as I can ascertain, was produced in the 1980’s. The build quality of these rifles is superb with a lovely
deep blue finish and a high grade walnut stock. To give you an idea of the quality I personally would consider these
rifles to be far superior to the SAKO Finnfire.  In January 2013 I purchased a 201 and the seller stated he paid £780.00
when he purchased the rifle in the late 1980’s. That is a lot of money now for a rimfire rifle, let alone then. Nowadays
they are increasingly rare and if you can find one you can pick one up for a moderate fee ranging from £250 -£500
depending on condition.

The rifles are available only in .22RF and .22 WMR, standard and deluxe models and their dimensions and build are
very similar to that of a .22 centre-fire rifle. This large and substantial feel only adds to alleviate any possible
impression that this is some minor .22 plinkster.

Operation of the rifle is very traditional with a magazine release catch, safety catch and bolt lever all in very familiar
positions. To an experience shooter you can pick this rifle up and within seconds you would be comfortable about the
safe use and function of the rifle, as everything naturally falls into place.

Upon loading and inserting the magazine you operate the bolt to cycle the first round into the chamber. Whilst visually
you can appreciate the rifles quality, cycling is the first opportunity to appreciate the exceeding high mechanical
quality of this rifle. The bolt opens and closes with a very positive motion that is hard to describe technically. The best
way I can describe it, is that it is like going pass a fulcrum point, something that you only find on some of the very best
quality rifles.
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Bolt mechanism
The bolt mechanism is unique as far as I'm concerned in the world of .22 rimfire rifles. The first thing you notice about
the bolt is its size and apparent strength in keeping with the receiver. The bolt is located centrally in the large bolt
carrier. As the bolt is pushed forward
and closed the bolt remains central and
in line with the barrel face, the bolt
carrier which has two large locking lugs
rotates and locks into the receiver. To
guarantee extraction and ejection the
bolt has two extractor claws which
throws the empty case a substantial
distance from the rifle.

At the rear of the bolt is the cocking
piece which has an adjustable sear and
also acts as a gun state indicator. When
the bolt is cocked it protrudes from the
rear of the receiver thereby giving the
user a visual and physical indicator as to the rifles state for use by day and by night. Stripping the bolt for cleaning is a
simple affair. Simply depress the trigger and pull the bolt clear. Replace in reverse order with the exception that you
must align the bolt with the sear. The fulcrum motion I mentioned earlier, provides the bolt with its primary extraction.

This is an accurate rifle and the bolts size, strength, quality and method of locking, all contribute to this factor. The big
locking lugs at the front of the bolt carrier, locking into the receiver like Mauser’s classic centre fire models are in my
opinion a superior design to the majority of rimfire bolts which tend to lock at the rear.

Bolt Variations
As far as I can ascertain the bolt and its associated parts remain the same regardless or model or calibre throughout
the rifles history and I have not identified any variations.

Receiver
The receiver is a large and solid affair with three sub components, the trigger mechanism, magazine housing and the
barrel. The trigger assembly and magazine housing simply secured by two screws, a design which I see today on rifles
such as the RPA. The barrel is pinned similar to the Anschutz target rifles.

One area of weakness is the ejector as shown on the left; if can be damaged either by the cleaning rod or by an empty
case dropping back into the receiver. Either way as the bolt is pushed
forward it smashes into the ejector with dire consequences, especially
if the shooter hasn’t noticed the damage.

The receiver is machine for 3/8 rimfire scope rings and has four
threaded holes which allow the rings to be locked in place. These
holes are nicely capped off with blanking screws. It makes you think
that possibly Mauser produced their own rings to fit these holes, if so
I have yet to identify them.
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Receiver Variations
Again the same as the bolt, I have not identified any design differences throughout the various rifles and as far as I can
ascertain, the receiver remained the same regardless or model or calibre throughout the rifles history. However I have
identified different markings and different finishes and these are described in more detail in the relevant paragraphs.

The magazine housing is different on the .22WMR, externally it looks the same with the magazine catch and the ejector
and obviously the magazine well is larger to accommodate the larger round. The principle difference is the way the
ejector is secured and the fact that its height can be adjusted. It is a better design and I can only assume it was a design
improvement incorporated at a later stage in production process. The only minor complaint is that the ejector is
secured by a nut which requires a unique sized socket to fit it. The solution is to turn down the outside of the socket
to fit.

Trigger Mechanism
The trigger is a single pull affair with a one piece self-enclosed mechanism which is
full adjustable, very similar too today’s more modern and expensive models. The
safety acts directly on both the trigger mechanism and the bolt. The safety operates
very positively, locks the trigger mechanism and at the same time locks the bolt
handle in the closed position.

From a maintenance standpoint the trigger unit can both be simply removed by
removing the two screws at its base and unlike other trigger mechanisms there will
not be an explosion of springs, pins and parts. To strip the trigger further

There are two screws for adjustment, length of pull and pressure. I personally have
reduced the trigger pressure to a 1lb, more than adequate for field shooting. A
word of caution however as reducing the trigger pressure below this level becomes
unsafe and does vary from rifle to rifle.

Trigger Variations
In Sept 2010 a friend from New Zealand sent the photograph below. It’s a picture off the Internet and it is the only
reference that I have to indicate that Mauser manufactured a model with Set Triggers.  I will try to find one but in the
UK set triggers are not that popular, so I would have thought there main area of sale would have been Europe.

Since then I have identified the Double set and the French fine trigger units in the manual. As funds permit I will to
purchase both set of triggers.

Barrel
So far I have identified one barrel type and that is a sporting
profile with iron sights. Calibre is .22LR or .22WMR. The means
of mounting the iron sights seem to differ with age. The early
models had their fore and rear sights secured to the barrel
with stainless steel threaded studs. These studs are welded or
brazed into place which means once you have removed the
sights and if you want a sight free barrel you have to file them
down.  Due to the welding/brazing, it is very difficult to get a
nice smooth finish and secondly because the pins are stainless
steel you also can’t blue the re-profiled area.
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More recent models had their sights secured with screws. Removing the sights simply left a threaded hole which could
be filled with a blanking screw.

The picture above shows a latter barrel which had screw-in pins for the Iron sights. You can just see the blanking screw
underneath the object lens of the scope. The foresight pins have been removed altogether when the rifle was threaded
for a moderator. This is common in the UK. This barrel is in .22WMR but the external profile and length remains the
same as a .22LR barrel.

The above aftermarket barrel was fitted to my first Mauser 201 which was fitted welded S/S pins. Removing the pins
left the barrel unsightly so I decided to replace the barrel with an aftermarket varmint barrel from Border Barrels Ltd
in Scotland.

This picture shows an original barrel with its iron sights as dispatched from the factory. This is an unusual find in the
UK as most are threaded for moderators. This is a more recent model with the sights secured with screws.

The threading of muzzles for moderators appears to be an aftermarket affair as I have not seen any literature which
would indicate the barrels being threaded at the factory.

Bluing
The bluing on these rifles is superb, giving the impression of a deep lustre which is some of the best I’ve seen, certainly
on a rimfire. The best way to gauge the quality is to place the 201 next to another rifle such as a CZ. With the CZ if you
look closely at the bluing your will see the grain of the metal underneath which indicates a thin finish and the surface
was un-polished.
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This is fine, designed for mass production and low cost, like
everything in this world, you get what you pay for. Whilst I'm not a
hot bluing expert, I would say the 201 receivers and barrel were
polished prior to bluing and allowed to remaining in the bluing tank
for considerably longer, hence the superior depth and quality.

Bluing Variations
The vast majority of rifles were blued, however one my lowest
production rifles is unusual in that it has a brown receiver as shown
in the picture above and on the right. It is of the same high quality
as the standard blue but certainly to the author it has a more
pleasing cosmetic appearance.

Stock
The stock is high grade walnut with a typical grain that one would expect. I have identified two grades of stock,
standard and deluxe. It’s a typical European style stock with the Bavarian hump back butt. The most impressive fact
with these stocks is that both versions are
bedded with aluminium pillar sleeves
which are secured with two M5 socket
headed screws. This design factor clearly
adds to the rifles superb performance. All
the metal work such as trigger guard, floor
plate etc. are machined or moulded, there
is no plastic or press steel stampings. The screws which secure the metalwork to the wood are metric threaded which
fit into steel inserts embedded in the stock as seen above.

Standard Stock
The standard stock is clearly a cheaper
design with a basic plastic butt plate,
poorer grade walnut and a lacquered
finish.

Deluxe Stock
The deluxe version is identical in size, lay-
out and dimensions as the standard stock
but clearly as the name suggests this is a
superior model which appeals to more
expensive tastes. The stock has a more
substantial rubber butt plate, ebony
forend and an oiled finish
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Magazine
In Jan 2013 I decided to revamp this section as the magazine situation is somewhat confusing as there are both  original
Mauser and Voere magazines in circulation. The reason for the confusion is that Mauser purchased Voere in the late
1980’s and utilised some of there designs with similar rifles being sold using both brands. From what I have identified
the Voere magazines are of a typical standard design, somewhat more simplistic than the Mauser models and are
manufactured from press steel. Both brands have similar types depending on age and calibre, which includes a 5rd and

10rd in .22LR and a 5rd and 8rd .22WMR.

Picture No1 reflects a typical Voere 10rd
.22LR magazine. They are a standard no
frills magazine that works well in the
Mauser 201. However new magazine
sometime have to have there locking lug
modified slightly to fit the rifle magazine
catch.

Mauser 201 Magazine
The original 201 magazine is a slightly
more sophisticated affair when

compared to the Voere model. It has a platform stud to aid operation and loading plus the magazine has a large base
plate extension. The purpose of the the extension to aid removal and to protect the magazine release catch,
preventing the catch be accidentally depressed and the magazine being lost.

However whilst the extension is a good idea it is also a design weakness. The magazine is constructed in the same
manner as the Voere model as in picture No1, with a base plate being secured in place with lips either side of the
magazine, however the extension  is secured to the base plate by an adhesive. If the rifle/magazine has seen a hard
life the extension and its adhesive tend to fail and that is where you start to see all sorts of amateurish repairs. Lastly
with the extension glued to the base plate you cannot strip the magazine for cleaning or repair which reduces the life
of the magazine.

Repairs
If repairs are necessary and the base plate is unstuck, matters are not so disastrous, as the glue can be removed and
my repair is to drill, tap and fit a screw.  If the magazine is welded, things become decidedly more difficult as the
magazine can be damaged beyond repair by the welding process. Why would someone want to weld a magazine is
beyond me. You can no longer strip the magazine and sooner or later the magazine will be clogged with debris or the
magazine spring will become so weak the magazine will no longer work effectively. My repair was to file away the weld
re-profile the base and manufacture a new base plate as shown in the second picture. An expensive solution but the
only one I have identified to successfully overcome an unserviceable magazine.

Another magazine repair which I have identified is the O ring as seen in the picture above. This is a simple and effective
repair as it takes up any slack on the magazine catch and guarantees a constant presentation angle. Secondly when
the magazine catch is depressed the magazine springs out of the well. However it is limited to the 5rd magazine only.
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10rd .22 LR Magazine
The magazine is marked with REP (Repeater) on the bottom plate and I believe they are part of a range of magazines
common to a number of rifles, those being the Mauser 201, 107, 105 and Voere models. The 105 magazine is marked
AUTO on the bottom plate as the Mauser 105 is a semi-automatic sporter. I believe this magazine is not
interchangeable with the 201. This magazine has two locking lugs for the magazine catch approximately 4mm apart
which would confirm it multiple roles. There is no heavy base plate shroud as the extra length of the magazine protects
the release catch. The button on the magazine platform to aid reloading is also absent on these aftermarket magazines
which is a shame as this button assisted reloading and added a degree of quality to the magazine.

Replacement Magazines
There appears to be no spare magazines available in the UK, searching the Internet also indicated that they are equally
rare in the US, so don’t lose your magazine. However all is not lost, replacement magazines are available and I have
found a supplier in Europe (see below) but expect to pay £60 plus including P&P and that's a lot of money for a rimfire
magazine. The replacement magazines are not original Mauser models, they are Voere magazines as I believe Voere
made a similar model to the 201. There can be recognised by the simple base plate and the words REP on the base.

Gustav Jehn GmbH
Josefkirchstraße 3
59557 Lippstadt
Phone: +49 2941 29 09 0
Fax:    +49 2941 23 4 18

Bedding Plate
This is a steel plate profiled to the chamber end of the barrel where it seats against the
wood. It takes up the play and although primitive beds the rifle barrel tightly against
the stock. I have yet to test its effectiveness by firing the rifle with and without the
plate and recording the results. This plate was on my .22 WMR model and at the time
of writing I have yet to identify if it was original to the Mauser or something that the
previous owner fitted. However I can now confirm that these are genuine parts as one
of my rifles, ser No 123440 purchased recently also had one fitted. These plates are
fitted as packs, one or two depending on the bedding required. Another very neat
feature is the top plate which bears against the underside of the chamber have a
plastic adhesive sticker. This sticker is to avoid metal to metal contact and reduce any
potential damage. If fitted correctly these plates permit a floating barrel, however
because they are loose, there are easily lost or incorrectly fitted.

Clear Plastic adhesive stickers
Now this is something I have not seen on any firearm. The purpose of these clear
stickers is to protect the metals surface and so far I have identified three locations that
these stickers are utilised:

1. The rear of the rifle where the bolt enters the receiver. If the bolt is presented
carelessly, the locking lugs scratch the receiver.
2. The magazine base plate.

3. The bedding plate which is in contact with the barrel, as shown in the picture above.

This is a build quality which I find hard to surpass.
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Year of manufacture
I have yet to determine a method whereby you can identify the year of manufacture, low serial numbers clearly
represent early guns, however early production rifles have their model and serial numbers physically engraved onto
the barrel/receiver, where later models had these details Laser or acid etched.

Rifle markings
There five locations where markings are found:

1. On the left side of the barrel where the model
number and calibre is found. Example; MOD 201
CAL.  .22LR

2. On the left side of the receiver. Manufacturers title;
example MAUSER-WERKE  OBERNDORF

3. On the left hand side of the receiver. German proof
mark with inspector initials.

4. On the right hand side of the receiver. The rifles
serial number.

5. On the crown of the barrel is the Mauser cartouche.

On early production guns these markings shown above are
stamped or engraved. On later models these markings were
laser or acid etched. Also note that in the picture above, the
serial number is on the left which would have made the
production process easier.

Barrel Crown
In the UK most 201’s have had the muzzle threaded for a
moderator, therefore when I manage to acquire an
unaltered rifle; it was of real interest to me to study the
muzzle crown.

It was beautifully machined with a 2mm chamfer on the
outside of the muzzle and an 11° inverted crown as shown in
the picture below. This is why I like Mauser’s; it’s their
attention to detail and the manufacturing quality that brings
these rifles to the fore. This quality of this crown will
definitely add to the rifles accuracy.

Iron sights
The iron sights on these rifles are really in my opinion more
of a secondary affair and if this was a full bore centre fire I
would describe them as emergency sights should your scope
fail or be damaged. This rifle is designed primarily, to be shot
with a scope. On the later models like this rifle the iron sights
are secured to the barrel using screws, however earlier rifles
the sight were secured with studs.
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Front sight
The sights are typically European and very similar to what you find on other sporting rifles such as Mausers or
Mannlicher’s. The fore sight consists of a front sight base and the fore sight blade, with the blade being secured with
a pin. Different size blades are available to assist in zeroing ranging in size from 5.50mm to 8.00mm and increasing in
0.5mm increments. The front sight is neatly profiled and the blade spring loaded so not to catch on any clothing – nice
touch.

The blade is 2.70mm thick which unfortunately makes any degree of accuracy impossible especially for a .22. Why did
Mauser place these sights on .22 rimfire where they would be so ineffective? Certainly it was to give the 201 a centre
fire appearance, but secondly it was a cost effective solution because if you look at the Mauser manual for the centre
fire Mauser 225 (available on the Mauser website) you will notice that both the 201 and 225 rifle, share common parts,
especially the Iron sights.

Rear sight
The rear sight is located 41cm from the muzzle and consists of a base and
the rear sight. The rear sight is a dove tail fit in the base and adjustment for
windage is by tapping the sight left or right with a hammer and punch.
There is a small grub screw on top of the rear sights base for added security,
which obviously need to be slackened prior to any rearsight adjustment.
The rear sight is available in one size only as elevation adjustment is done
with the different sized foresight blades.

Iron sight range test
I used CCI Minimag for this test as the barrel had not threaded for a
moderator. I achieved a 40mm group at 50yrds which can be seen to the
right with the rounds striking the target 6” below the point of aim.
Obviously I would need to fit a more appropriate foresight blade. As this
grouping proves; the Iron sights offer very little in terms of enhancing the
rifle performance.

Spares
There are no reliable sources of spares part in the UK which can become a
major problem. Gustav Jehn GmbH can supply spare parts, however
communication is limited and I am not sure what there spares capability is.

Brochure
In 2013, I purchased a mint 201 in .22WMR and was very lucky as the
customer also supplied a complete Mauser brochure plus some
supplements which included the Mauser 201 and an original 201 manual.
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Summary
Shooting these rifles is an absolute
pleasure; a good well serviced rifle will
feed and cycle without failure and
shoots extremely well. With good
quality ammunition placing three
rounds in the same hole is well within
rifles capability at 25yrds. The only
reason for not achieving that standard
of accuracy is “the nut behind the bolt”

These rifles will easily out perform
more modern and expensive
equivalents, including some target
rifles. There is no plastic and no press
steel stampings, they are fine looking
guns that have been well
manufactured and put together with
traditional high quality skills.

I have read comments on various Internet forums and some of the comments are very negative. I would counter these
statements as unjustified, written by people who are too quick to complain, lack any qualified technical knowledge and
are just inexperienced users of the rifle.

Few things are perfect in this world, during a rifles life time manufacturers will find weaknesses and improve the
design. A good way to find out how good a product can be is to find out how many times it’s been modified through
its production life. I have indicated in this article most of the improvements made to the rifle during its production run
and it’s not many.

In 2013 I updated these notes having worked on many rimfire rifle since this article was first published. The Weihrauch
rimfire rifles are good and they come close in terms of build quality, capability and accuracy. However they are rimfire
rifles with typical rimfire traits and lack the strength of this action. In the three years since I first wrote these notes I
have yet to find a superior .22 rimfire rifle.

Paul Green
Thames Valley Guns
England
www.thamesvalleyguns.co.uk
paul.tvg@ntlworld.com
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